ETHNOLOGICAL NOTES ON A VISIT
TO SOUTH WEST AFRICA
BY R . G A Y R E O F

GAYRE

In 1963 the writer visited South WJSL Africa in company with
Professor J. D. J. Hofmeyr (Pretoria University), Professor C. D.
Darlington (Oxford University) and Dr James Gregor (Hawaii
University). During this visit some ethnological observations were
made of the racial types and of some of the results of crossbreeding (where the tribal boundaries had become blurred under
the impact of the disturbances created by the advance of modern
civilisation). The following notes of the country and of the racial
types encountered there were made at this time. It is hoped that
the accompanying photographs will be of some value in helping
to disentangle the ethnology investigated.
The Territory of the South West
The whole of the country we covered is desert and belongs to
the complex of desertlands called the Kalahari. However the
Kalahari is not that intense development of desert such as is found
in the Sahara. Large areas of it are intensely arid savannah land
consisting of stunted trees, scrub bushes and grass which grows
when rains fall. The rainy season, such as it is, is in the early pajt
of the year, and a little rain again falls in October—although
exceptionally, and for the first time for many years, rain was failing
in Keetmanshoop in June during our visit. It normally rains at
the Cape at this time of the year, because the southern tip of
Africa has a Mediterranean climate, and this may have been a
freak extension of that weather northwards into this area.
As may be imagined in such conditions of terrain, the population is extremely sparse. Viewing the landscape from the air and
following a main railway line through this desert region, here and
there are a few rivers and streams which are practically dried up.
Many of these have small dams or ponds, made artificially to
contain the spates when they come from the sudden and scanty
rainfalls. Thus there are small extents of water in this otherwise
arid landscape
The aridity of this country is illustrated in its bleakness by
Figures 1 to 3 taken from the aeroplane. Figures 4 and 5 show there
are numerous scrub growths of trees in some places. In Figure 4
will be seen one of the farms where White settlers, with astonishing
courage, in complete isolation from neighbours, win a living out
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of the scanty pastures. Figure 6 shows one of the artificial tanks
in these desert lands. In places where the savannah conditions are
more pronounced than those of the desert, perseverance by the
White settlers has resulted in afforestation as shown in Figures 6,
7 and 8. The quality of these photographs has much to be desired,
but this may be excused in the light of the fact that they were
taken from our small aeroplane (Figure 9).
The Peoples of South West Africa
South West Africa is far from being an ethnologically homogeneous region. On the contrary it contains many diverse racial
groups. Under no circumstances is it possible to think of the
evolution of a South West African nation as a natural entity, or
even of this as a possibility in the future, for the region contains
several distinct racial stocks, let alone tribes and peoples.
In general it may be said that it is not easy to get exact ethnological definitions and identifications because many of these peoples
are inclined to call themselves one thing when, in fact, they are
another. Much acculturation is going on all the time in certain
regions, and it is in such places that these difficulties arise in
particular. This statement should not be taken to be a contradiction to what we have already said about the distinctness of the
stocks in South West Africa, and the impossibility to conceive of
the natural evolution to a unified nationhood in time. It should,
rather, be taken to mean that in certain borderland areas there is
considerable confusion, but the main stocks for all that remain
quite distinct, in fact racially very self-conscious, and not at all
wishful to coalesce with other stocks which are racially and
culturally different from themselves.
The Bushmen
Of the stocks to be found in South West Africa the Bushmen
are, as is well known, spread throughout large areas of the
territory. They were in former times even spread much further
afield, indeed further to the north east in Africa. It is, in fact, our
view that they probably existed right up into north-eastern Africa
in early times.
They are yellow-skinned, broad-skulled, broad-faced, stocky
people, and steatopygy (fat buttocks) is a marked feature in their
womenfolk. This characteristic, which is shared with the Hottentots, probably indicates an evolution during many millennia in a
dry and arid environment such as exists over much of Africa, not
only in the Sahara but from Somalia in the north-east down to the
Kalahari Desert in South West Africa. Probably the fat buttocks
provide a store of fat (in the same way as the hump on Indian
cattle) which is particularly valuable to the women who have to
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bear children in conditions of the greatest rigour due to the arid
nature of the environment over long periods of the year. The
eyes of the Bushmen have a strong tendency to slant, and the
Mongoloid or epicanthic fold is normal. They have a very close
relationship in many of these characteristics to the Hottentots, and
together these two stocks form what some call the Cappoids. Some
believe this to be a distinct branch of humanity, ranking equally
with Caucasoid, Negroid, and so on. We, however, are unconvinced
as to this, and lean to the earlier theory that it is the result of an
ancient Mongoloid cross—each of the stocks, Bushmen and Hottentots, in fact constituting racial breeds compounded out of a
cross which took place between a dark and a Mongoloid stock, at
some remote period, probably much further north. They constitute
parallels to similar crosses with broad skulls, represented by the
Negritoes, which occur in Asia. If this is so it is hkely that the
dark stock which has contributed to the Cappoid may have been
partly Australoid rather than Negroid, and this would go far to
account for the fact that Negroid features are largely absent from
the Cappoids. In the Bushmen the crinkly pepper-corn type of
hair might be due to Negroid infusions or to an independent
mutation. Obviously there must be a selective value in this type
of hair in the hot conditions of Africa, and so it could easily
become established by a drift of genes for it from one stock to
another through occasional miscegenation between them. What
strikes the observer forcibly is that the Bushmen (and to a large
degree also the Hottentots) have not just one or two but a series
of characters which are otherwise Mongoloid. It seems to be
asking too much of the law of chance to attribute all these
characters to chance mutations, simulating in the Cappoid characters which otherwise are only found as a whole in the Mongoloids.
Thus we have the broad face, broad skull, proportionately broad
body build, yellow skin, slanting eyes, epicanthic folds, high cheek
bones, and so on. Since archaeologists, at least some of them,
believe that the palaeolithic culture was brought to South Africa
by the Bushmen from northern Africa, or even Europe, it is quite
evident that at one time they were roving over territories where
admixture with peoples carrying Mongoloid genes (if they were
not true Mongoloids themselves) was possible. That Mongoloids
have more than once reached Africa is evident from the fact that
at Zimbadwe evidence of trade with China has been found; from
the fact that Malays have settled in Madagascar and Africa, and
finally from the fact that the Cape of Good Hope was known to
the Chinese—as the Cape of Storms. Therefore contact with the
Mongoloids having occurred in these instances suggests that it is
not impossible that in earlier and more primitive times the
Cappoids of Africa could have come into contact with Mongoloid
strains.
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The religion of the Bushmen is such that they have no concrete
idea of God, but their legends indicate an idea of an All-Father.
However, in such matters it is always difficult for those outside
of the mysteries of a group to learn its inmost beliefs and these
may be more concrete than appear on the surface.
Although the Bushmen were formerly entirely nomadic many
are no longer so, and it is usually among these that signs of crossbreeding are evident. In fact, if our theory is correct that the
Bushmen originated in the north and have gradually pressed south,
then they have been overrun by conquerors for thousands of years,
and in that process there have always been Bushmen on the
frontiers of the invading civilisations who were in process of
cultural decay and absorption into the alien cultures where, as a
serf class to the invaders, they were becoming cross-bred by their
women being taken by their masters. Consequently Bushmanoid
characters have been passing in the course of time into the
dominant racial groups as they have overrun the Bushmen. Thus,
when we see settled Bushmen speaking the languages of other
peoples and working for them, we are observing no new phenomenon, but one which has been operative all the time. The free
Bushmen folk are the remnant of a much greater spread of peoples
who are now pressed further and further into the inaccessible
wastes of the Kalahari. The lack of purity of breed, therefore, is
in no small measure to be associated with a failure to maintain
their nomadism.
The Bushmen in South West Africa are found mainly in the
north-eastern section of the territory, in and around such places
as Grootfontein, Gobabis, East Ovamboland and Okavango. In
addition Bushmen may be found on some of the farms in the
region south of Windhoek. Bushmen have also been the victims
of raids in which they have been carried away into the British High
Commission Territory of Bechuanaland.
The Bushmen folk are normally monogamous but like most
primitive peoples polygamy is not unknown. One investigation
showed that while all the population of 185 persons were married
there were in the group 88 men and 97 women.
All Bushmen do not speak their own language, as we have
already indicated, since in places where acculturation is advanced
they come to speak the languages of the people who are dominating
them. In South West Africa, however, the tendency is for them
to speak the languages of the Namas, a Hottentot people.
The Bushman language is divided into more than one dialect.
Their speech has some relationship to the languages of the Hottentot group, which is not surprising in view of the racial characters
which the two races have in common. What is surprising, however,
is that the Bushman (and Hottentot) languages have similarities
to the speech of the Bantu Zulu and the Xhosa, in that these
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peoples have also the Cappoid "'click" in their speech. This may,
however, be explained on the basis that the Cappoids were formerly
located much further north and were overrun by the later coming
Bantus, as a consequence of which these Southern Bantus, through
both racial and cultural mingling with the ancestors of the Bushmen and Hottentots, came to assume from them the "click" in
their speech.
The Hottentots
The Hottentots are thought to derive their European name
(which incidentally they resent) from a corruption of the clicking
sounds in their speech as imitated by the Cape Dutch, or else from
a Dutch word for stutterers. They are largely homogeneous, and
are a markedly yellow race of Mongolian appearance, decidedly
more so than the Bushmen whose Mongoloid character we have
already remarked upon. They have the high, broad cheek bones,
slanting eyes, epicanthic folds, short stature (although not as short
as the Bushmen), and the same black hair and eyes. They are
found throughout much of South West Africa, as well as in the
southern part of South Africa. With the Bushmen they occupied
Southern Africa before the arrival of the Negroid Bantu and the
Whites.
Their language has been classified by some with the Hamitic
languages of Africa, but now authorities are inclined to classify
them linguistically with the Bushmen. But the fact remains that
there are characteristics in their speech which link them with north
African tribes such as the Hamitics. In view of the fact that the
direction in which they differ physically from the Bushmen tends
towards strains which would indicate a fairer and less Negroid
admixture, it would seem reasonable to assume that they are the
result of a mixture of a primitive Cappoid or Bushman strain with
an early Hamitic one. Again, if this is so, we are driven to northeastern Africa, at least, for the original homelands of both stocks.
Since the Hamitic (as we use the term for African peoples today),
is, in the writer's view, a racial breed compounded of a Melanoid
stock on the one hand and a Caucasoid stock on the other (although
the original Hamitic languages and peoples, such as those
represented by the Berbers and ancient Egyptians, were of White
derivation), this would be consistent with the appearance of the
Hottentots as we find them today. Their yellow complexion and
almost complete lack of nigrescence, as seen in the purer types to
be found in South West Africa, indicate a type which could have
arisen from a racial crossing in which Caucasoid genes were
involved with Mongoloid, and in which Negroid is at a minimum.
It is not surprising that the Dutch settlers called them the Chinese
Hottentots. Only in the pepper-corn hair is there a clear Negroid
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trait, and while this may be derived from Negroid admixture it
could have arisen, as with the Bushman, from an independent
mutation. As in the case of the Bushmen, steatopygy is a marked
feature.
At one time the Hottentots must have lived in Rhodesia on
their passage to the south, and there are reasons to believe that
they may even have been associated with, but not necessarily the
founders of, the civilisation of Zimbadwe. Later they were pushed
south by the advance of the Bantu. We may remark, en passant,
that the Bantu Negro nationalists in calling themselves the
Zimbadwe Peoples' Party are pretending to an ancestry and
cultural heritage to which they have no shadow of right, because
there were no Negroes in Zimbadwe at all. Whoever else was
there it seems reasonable to stake a claim for the Hottentots also.
It does not follow that the Bushman and Hottentot peoples we
now meet represent the highest levels of their cultures, since their
forced migrations south, and their gradual migration for refuge
into the arid regions of South West Africa and of South Africa,
may in fact have produced a decline in their cultures. We may
very well be seeing these peoples today not in a state of evolution
but rather of involution and decay.
Their name for themselves is Khoi-Khoin, meaning "the
People." The term now given to these two stocks of the Cappoids
(Bushmen and Hottentots collectively) is the Khoi-San. Incidentally it should be observed that the Hottentots consider it an insult
to be called "Blacks"—which they certainly are not. The most
important tribal group of the Hottentots, and the principal one in
South West Africa, is that of the Namas.
It is said that, owing to the difficulty of the Hottentot languages,
they are in danger of resorting to other tongues for means of
communication, under the impact of other cultures and education.
This certainly militates against the spread of the language. For
the Southern Bantu to have adopted characteristics of Hottentot
(and Bushman) speech, such as the click, rather suggests they must
have absorbed at one stage a considerable amount of Hottentot
blood. For it is not normal for difficult sounds and forms of
speech to be adopted by a conqueror unless there has been intermarriage. This surely explains the occurrence of yellowish skins
and Mongoloid features among some of the Bantu in the Transvaal and Natal.
The Hottentots consist of a number of exogamous pastoral and
patrilineal clans. Nevertheless, unlike the Bushmen, they had the
knowledge of how to smelt iron but, curiously enough, did not
possess the art of rock engraving for which the Bushmen are
famous. This is, however, consistent with an origin such as we
have suggested.
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The Hottentots not only consider themselves superior to the
"Blacks" but also to the Bushmen, whom they often exterminated
in the past because they considered them cattle thieves—this is
the everlasting struggle between the hunting and collecting
economy of the more primitive culture and the pastoral one of
the more advanced. The Bergdama, whom we shall shortly
describe, were held by the Hottentots in particular contempt. The
Bantu speaking Herero, with whom they came into contact only
in more recent times, and with whom they disputed large areas of
South West Africa for the grazing rights, were subservient to them
for a time until eventually the Herero freed themselves from
Hottentot domination, and in fact worsted them. Although the
Hottentots have always been considered a lazy people, they were
enrolled by the British into a Hottentot Regiment.
The Griquas
The Griquas were originally an actual tribe of Hottentots, called
the Grigriquas in the seventeenth century, and were settled near
Saldanha Bay. Later they became mixed with Europeans and then
migrated to the northern frontier of Cape Province near the Orange
River. Eventually they settled in Griqualand, where they had a
Volksraad, and some remnants of their rights are still retained by
them. They have also to some extent entered into the ancestry of
the Basters. They have, however, been a far less successful cross
than the Bastards. This might well be due to the fact that while
the Bastards or Basters were compounded from a similar cross
they continued to cross with Europeans right down to the German
period in South West Africa, and so are very much more European
—wholly so in some cases—than the Griquas, most of whom are
in fact as close to the Hottentot as the upper class Bastard is to
the European. The Bastards are an instance of a largely successful
cross, because they have crossed and re-crossed mainly with
European blood and so moved steadily towards the European in
type, whereas the Griquas are an instance of an unsuccessful cross
which has lost most of the European genes (or at least they are
not very obvious) and has drifted steadily back towards the
Hottentot type from which they derive their tribal name.
The Griquas have been a dying people for some time, and a
consideration of their hybrid strain has led some to conclude that
there is a danger of extinction in racial crossing. This is not
supported by a consideration of the Bastards—although there is
a difference since they are actually tending to breed more and
more towards the European type.
The Bergdama or Bergdamara
The Bergdama are an ancient people in South West Africa
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whose origin is unknown, except that it is believed that they arrived
in South West Africa from the direction of the Transvaal before
the arrival of the Hottentots. They are a people of Negroid origin
and so are much darker that the Bushmen or the Hottentots, and
they show a tendency to more Negroid features. But they obviously
have some blood of the other two stocks, probably that of the
Hottentots in particular, to whom they have long been subjected,
and whose Nama language they speak. They are variously known
as Bergdama, Bergdamara, Klipkaffir, SandkafEr, and by other
names as well. The name by which they are known to the Nama
Hottentots is Chou-Dama. This name reflects the strong racialist
feeling of the Namas as well as their contempt for the Bergdamas,
for in their use of the term it means "the Black Human
Excrement." The Herero, who are a Black Bantu people, serve
them no better, for they call them Ovazorotua, which is equally
uncomplimentary. Their own name for themselves is Nu-Khoin,
which means "the Black People." This term is in contradistinction to the colour of the Bushmen and the really light-skinned
yellow Hottentots. They are short-statured, dark, black-skinned
and, as has already been pointed out, Negroid. However, this
latter statement requires some qualification. They are Negroid in
comparison with the Cappoids, but they are not so markedly so
if we compare them with the typical Negroids of the Congo. There
are two reasons for this. First of all as the serfs and vassals of
the Hottentots they have, no doubt, absorbed some Hottentot
blood. Secondly, although their language is Nama Hottentot it
contains words which appear in tongues spoken in North Africa—
such as the Sudan. Therefore there may be some Hamitic elements
in them as well.
The free Bergdama people who escaped actual enslavement
were driven into the more inhospitable parts of South West Africa,
first by the Hottentots and then by the Herero, and so came to
live in dire poverty. They are thought of as a dirty people with
filthy habits who regard water as dangerous—but this might have
been the result of their degradation. Being a people without any
extensive stock, with a mainly collecting and hunting economy,
and no real rights in land even for territorial hunting, they easily
took to labouring for the Europeans.
How low the Damas are in the eyes of their neighbours is
illustrated by the fact that although the Herero may live with
Bergdama women they deny them the right to be regarded as
wives. Again, in a certain reserve, while the Herero were quite
ready to send their own children to a new school hostel, when
they found that there would be Bergdama children there as well
they withdrew them at once.
Polygamy used to be common among them, and some of them
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had as many as four or five wives. They appear to have consisted
of clans and tribes without any political structure binding them
together. In numbers they are today about 40,000 people. Their
religion, as far as it can be ascertained, appears to be some form
of indistinct monotheism which includes the worship of the Holy
Fire.
In the urbanised areas we run into greater difficulty than elsewhere in obtaining exact tribal classification. This is particularly
true where such as the Dama are concerned. Because they speak
Nama Hottentot, Damas will call themselves Hottentots—although
the latter would not recognise the relationship.
In Figures 10 to 12 are examples of Hottentot speaking Damas.
It will be seen that some of them, the woman with the pipe in
particular, have unmistakable Hottentot blood, as is shown by
the Mongoloid type of face—the flat features, slanting eyes,
epicanthic fold, high cheek bones and light complexion. In view
of this Mongoloid appearance, which survives so distinctly even
in a mongrelised group, it is no wonder the Dutch settlers, coming
upon the Hottentots proper at the Cape, called them the Chinese
Hottentots, and thought they were a Chinese tribe.
As we have already indicated, the condition of the Damas is
generally a poor one, and where they have settled in urban areas
they tend to live in hovels such as those against which these photographs were taken. It should, however, be observed in passing
that the authorities are doing a great deal to re-house these and
other people in better conditions, although this is not easy, for
primitive peoples with no tradition of urban living bring with them
habits which are tolerable in the open spaces they and their
ancestors have inhabited from the beginning of time, but which
soon turn any urbanised area into a slum, despite all educational
work which officials attempt to carry out.
Where these peoples are re-housed and become more or less
settled town dwellers their tribal affiliations wear thin or are lost
altogether, and tribal crossing occurs. These urban settlements
are, therefore, racial, tribal, cultural, and linguistic "shatter-beUs"
—.and there can be little doubt that they are equally degenerative
on the customs and moral principles of the people who settle in
them.
The Herero
The Herero are a Bantu speaking people who came into South
West Africa from Central Africa or even perhaps Northern Africa
by way of the Caokoveld. Like all the other peoples of this territory
they arc pastoralists. While they are dark compared with the
lighter peoples of the South West territory they are in fact by Negro
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standards a light-coloured people. There are also several other
tribes who, because of their speech, are classified as Herero.
The main characteristics of the Herero are the tall stature and
more Negroid features than those of the Bushmen and Hottentots.
However, there is a mixture of other types in the Herero, and
among these it seems that some Hamitic element may be involved.
This probably in part accounts for lighter skin than is common in
the typical Negroids, as well as for the less prognathous profile to
the face, and the less broad nostrils and lips. The Ovahimva,
although they speak Herero, do not appear to be anything like as
tall, upstanding and dignified as the Herero, and they may be more
Negroid. The Herero are strongly endogamous, and through this
tendency to marry among themselves they have largely preserved
the uniformity of their own type. They are very conscious of the
racial differences which exist between them and the yellow-skinned
Hottentots, and between them and the black Bergdama, and they
constantly remind themselves that they are the Herero.
The Herero tribes rose in rebellion against the Germans and
were severely put down with great losses, but their numbers have
since recovered, and they now number about 40,000.
As pastoralists they live upon sour milk as a staple diet,
together with fruits, tubers, roots, insects and honey—all of which
pastoral mode of life suggests a northern African origin, since they
are not indigenous to southern Africa. Their religion is ancestor
worship, but many of them have now been converted to Christianity
by the Rhine Mission.
The Hereros have always treated other peoples who were in
South Africa before them rather badly, enslaving and exterminating
the Bushmen and Bergdama.
The Ovambo
There are a number of tribes which are collectively grouped
under the name of the Ovambo. They are largely Negroid of the
southern Bantu type. Originally they occupied some parts of
Angola and Ovamboland. Among them are those of the Ukuayama
tribe, who occupy parts of Angola and are to be found in South
West Africa as well. This is probably the largest tribe. In 1911
their number was about 80,000, but by 1921 they had reached
90,000. Other tribes of this group are the Odonga, the next in
importance, Ombalantu, Onkolonkathi, Ukuambi, Ukualuthi,
Ongandjera and Euanda. The Ovambo dialects and languages
form a particular group of the Bantu tongues. Most of these tribes
live in and around Ovamboland. and they number all told about
200,000.
In their social organisation they are virilocal, that is the wives
live in their husbands' locations, although it appears they are
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matrilineal. Polygamy, as might be expected, exists among them.
Their religion is a vague monotheism, and their beliefs include
practices in connection with spirits, with which ancestor worship
is associated. Their abodes are built ot wood and thatch, as there
is no good stone in Ovamboland. They reside in stockaded kraals,
which have a maze formation, and they are usually under some
form of eifective Chieftainship. This is necessary from the point
of view of defence, since Ovamboland is open and flat country
where it is necessary to have both defensive dwellings and effective
leadership in order to survive.
Most of the peoples of South West Africa are hunters and
pastoralists—a situation enforced upon them both by the nature
of the territory as well as by their own inherited traditions. In
contrast the Ovambo are settled agriculturalists, and although they
have cattle they are not pastoralists as such. Ovamboland, like
most of the territory, has very few resources for its people, and
so they are ever ready to take advantage of work which opens up
for them as a consequence of the industries developed by the
Whites.
The Ovambo tribes have a native iron industry for the
production of such agricultural instruments as axes for chopping
trees and hoes for their garden culture. Formerly they had firearms, but these were not of native origin, having been obtained
by trade along with other articles valued by them, in return for
which they exported slaves. The slave trade was carried on by
them through Angola. Ovambos captured during tribal disputes
were sold by their own peoples.
The Bechuana, Tswana or Sechima
The Tswana people are not confined to Bechuanaland but also
live in South West Africa as well as in South Africa. They are a
southern extension of the Bantu who entered these regions in preEuropean times. However, they are not a pure Bantu (that is
Negroid) type, as they often have a considerable Bushman and
Hottentot admixture.
Minor Bantu Tribes
In addition to the foregoing Bantu peoples there are a number
of smaller tribes of Bantu speech and Negroid type, all of whom
are agriculturalists living in settlements. Among these are the
Okavango Bantu, divided into several small tribes, and the Eastern
Caprivi Zipfel Bantu, who form a part of the Rotse kingdom
founded at the beginning of the nineteenth century when the
country was invaded by Southern Sotho Bantu from Basutoland.
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The Bastards or Basters of Rehoboth
This community of some considerable importance is generally
described in South Africa as Cape Coloured. The Cape Coloured
are the result, originally, of crosses between early Boer settlers
and Hottentot wives. The Bastards as a group arose out of the
Cape Coloured community which gradually took shape a century
and a half ago in the area of the Kree mountains in the Cape
Province of South Africa. The movement of European farmers
northwards compelled these people to cross the Orange River in
about 1867.
The ancestors of the Bastards of Rehoboth moved into the
area of Rehoboth, just south of Windhoek, in 1870. There is little
doubt that an appreciable German infusion must have occurred
since then, especially when we consider the high degree of blondness among them.
Although they call themselves Bastards or Basters, this
designation must not be considered as having any derogatory
meaning in their minds. Indeed, on the contrary, they are quite
proud of the title and they look upon it as the designation of a
people who are clearly superior to the native population. At
Rehoboth they form a distinct and recognisable community which
has its own Volksraad, or self-government, and they have protection
for the perpetuity of inheritance in their lands and rights. Their
original government was under a Captain or Chief, who was a
member of the van Wyk family. He had six councillors, the senior
of whom was called a Magistrate, and a Deputy Chief. These
functionaries were elected but in fact the offices were more or less
hereditary. According to the 1906 Treaty with the German
Government the Chief was the recognised head of the community,
but since then this has been changed and the Magistraat now
presides over the Council and has assumed the powers of the
former Chief. The territory of the Bastards (which is called the
Rehobothgebiet) is of a considerable extent, and in comparison
with the native populations generally they are a substantial people.
(As is well known the standard work on this people is Eugen
Fischer's Die Rehobothe Bastards und das Bastarderungsproblem
beim Menschen).
German-Bantu crosses, such as German-Herero, have certain
characteristics in common with those of the Bastards, but they are
more Negroid. But because of the similarities to the Bastards there
is a tendency for such crosses to be called and classified as Cape
Coloureds, and so by extension to become known as Bastards.
But in fact they are not the same at all, for the Bastards have very
little, if any, Negroid blood, and they are European-Hottentot
crosses with the emphasis on the former element among large
sections of the people. The rtwther tongue of the Bastards is Nama
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Hottentot, which they speak in their homes, but they are also
Afrikaans speaking.
The names and families of the Bastards are organised on a
European basis, and they have the same tendency as the Europeans
to divide up into class segregations. The upper class among them
contains such names as van Wyk, Koopman, Mouton, Beukes and
Diergaart. Not only are these the more intelligent and energetic
families, as would be indicated in general by their class position,
but they are also the more European in appearance. Among the
lower class such names as Engelbrecht, Vrey, Vries and Orlam,
for instance, are common. The class segregation, therefore, is
based to a significant extent on the segregation of European genes
which is maintained because of the principles underlying the
considerations involved in marriage. No man from the lower
classes is permitted, at least where it can be prevented, to marry
a girl from the upper classes. How racially close many of the
Bastards are to the Europeans, as the segregation of genes occurs,
may be observed from the fact that daughters of upper class
Bastard families have in the past often been given in marriage to
Europeans.
In Rehoboth there are quite a number of Hottentots, Bergdama and Hereros who do the menial and heavy work for the
Bastards. This work is mainly pastoral as agriculture is not really
possible because South West Africa is a largely arid zone fit at its
best, except for certain areas, only for a sparse ranching economy.
The Cape Coloured
As we see it this term should only be used for the WhiteHottentot crosses. But, as has become apparent from what we
have said earlier, there is a tendency to use this term loosely. This
is partly due to Europeans using it for any type of White-native
cross, and also because among the Negroid-White, and sometimes
even Negroid-Hottentot, crosses there is an active desire to be
classified as Cape Coloured. Throughout most parts of the world,
and not least in Southern Africa, there is a great desire to be lighter
rather than darker skinned. The Hottentots are light and consider
themselves superior to the Black Damas; the Europeans are
White, and even the upper classes among the Bantu tend to be
lighter than the rest of their tribes.
This desire to be classified as Cape Coloured, therefore, leads
to Negro-White crosses being so called and thus equated with the
true Cape Coloureds. It also means that when visiting de-tribalised
Africans one will often find them calling themselves Cape Coloured
when in fact they have little, or no, or at the best only a tenuous,
claim to the designation. Thus a dc-tribalised Dama may call
himself Cape Coloured on the score that his mother had Cape
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Coloured blood, although his father was a Black Dama. (Incidentally, such racial mixture results from de-tribalisation in urbanised
areas). Another factor which should be observed is that, although
in the Negro-White crosses it takes many generations (passing
through the stages of mulatto, quadroon and octroon) to segregate
out the White or Black genes, it is possible for a Cape ColouredWhite cross to segregate out much more rapidly—so that the
descendants can soon become very European in character. This
is seen in many of the Bastards. The inference would appear to
be that genetically the difference between the Hottentots and the
Caucasoids is not so great as between the Black and White stocks.
It cannot be emphasised too strongly as far as their physical
appearance is concerned that the Namas or Hottentots are as
sharply distinguished from the Negroids as are the Mongoloids
and Caucasoids. It is unfortunate that most of the English speaking
peoples outside South Africa use the term Coloured for Black, as
the Coloured communities of South Africa are a White-Hottentot
cross and so have little in common with the Black races.
While on this subject of classification of the Cape Coloureds
it might be observed, in passing, that when we visited a hospital
we found that the staif were quite hazy about racial classifications.
It seemed that, without exception, anyone who could claim to have
a lighter skin could call himself a Cape Coloured and be so
recorded in their records, when in many cases he was of course
nothing of the kind. It may however be added that in spite of
their limited ethnological knowledge the hospital staff, in common
with all the social services and government administrative offices,
were most solicitous for the welfare of all the Bantu, Hottentots,
Cape Coloureds and others in their care or in any way under their
jurisdiction. In the case of non de-tribalised Africans the officials
were also careful to know to which tribes and linguistic groups
they belonged, and by long experience of working among them
were able to identify them at a glance. Genetically each major
group usually has segregated characters, and in the major stocks,
Cappoids and Negroids for instance, these are very marked when
one is compared with another. The uncertainties arise in dealing
with the hybridised and usually de-tribalised natives and with some
so-called Cape Coloureds.
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Who Makes The Environment?
BY CHARLES C. JOSEY
Every student of psychology becomes familiar with the statement that a person is the product of his heredity and environment.
We know that one's heredity comes from the genes of one's
parents. But whence comes one's environment? Is it something
that is given an individual by society and nature as his heredity
is given him by his parents? Or does the individual, to a considerable degree, make his environment? Because of its theoretical
and practical importance, this question should receive careful
consideration. Similarly with groups: is the environment something imposed upon a group, or does a group create in a large
measure its environment.
When life came into existence on Earth it began at once to
create an environment more conducive to its needs. Similarly
when man came into existence he set to work to make an environment more congenial to his needs and desires. In this he followed
the examples of many other species. For example, birds build
nests in which they can better incubate their eggs and care for their
young. There are exceptions. The cowbird or the cuckoo does
little to change her environment. She lays her eggs in the nests of
other birds, and leaves to them the task of incubation and caring
for the young. Similarly among men there are parasites who seem
to lack creativity, but generally speaking man, through the ages,
has worked to make his environment conform more nearly to his
needs and desires.
Efforts have been made to evaluate the relative importance of
heredity and environment as determinants of behavior and
mental development. Stated in these broad terms the problem is
insoluble. Part of the difficulty lies in the fact that the individual
does a great deal to fashion his environment and that his heredity
is an important determinant of how he fashions it. For example,
consider two brothers growing up in the home of their parents, who
are musicians. One boy has an aptitude for music and enjoys it;
the other has no aptitude for music and dislikes it. The boys live
in the same home, but one lives in a stimulating environment which
he enriches through collecting records and the biographies of great
composers; the other lives in a frustrating environment from which
he may escape by becoming a sports fan and by covering the walls
of his room with autographed pictures of his heroes.
Let us assume there is another brother. He is neither musically
nor athletically inclined. Instead, he has strong theoretical
interests. He wishes to know and understand, and he creates an
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